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Why Natural Gas? Why LNG?

● Abundant resources and low price makes Natural gas attractive.
● Also, gas had much lower carbon footprint compared to coal.
● Gas is easily transferred by pipeline but expensive via sea (LNG). 

LNG is the 
Future? 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OHnn11qpAW4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OHnn11qpAW4


Main LNG Importers 

Trends in 2017 : 

Main importers by market Share by country: Japan 
(28,8%), China (13,5%), South Korea (13,2%), India, 
Taiwan, Europe

● Global LNG Trade in 2017: +12% 
● Growth in Asia pacific markets: China & South Korea
● Asia pacific market still represents more than 50% imports 

worldwide
● Strong imports growth in Europe (Mainly Spain, 

Portugal,Turkey) but probably seasonal

Sources: IHS, Markit, IGU



Main LNG exporters (Market Share by country)

Trends in 2017 : 

● Main exporters : Qatar, Australia, Malaysia
● Reinforce their position

Increase of supply capacity to support the growth in 
demand mainly from :

● Australia : +11,9MT
● United states : +10,2MT 



European Gas Market – Dynamics
● Demand for US LNG limited with cheap gas supply available from Russia, 

Norway and Algeria via pipelines (despite zero tariffs on LNG import from the 

US).

● Biggest supplier of LNG is Qatar (supply from US is comparatively negligible).

● Germany and Italy have the highest demand for natural gas in EU.

2017 Natural Gas Imports to EU

Source: www.mckinseyenergyinsights.com

Limited growth in demand due 
to increase in consumption 
efficiency and increase share of 
renewables

Qatar

Algeria

Nigeria



● Germany is likely to rely on imported 
natural gas for coming  decades as it 
phases out its nuclear and coal-fired 
power plants for wind and solar. 

● Gas reserves in Europe, such as the 
Netherlands, are declining. So 
Gazprom (Russia) has launched a 
project to lay a new pipeline to 
Germany, Nord Stream 2, under the 
Baltic Sea.
 

● This would double the capacity for 
Russian gas piped to Europe by 2019. 

● It would also replace most of the gas 
flowing to Europe along the Brotherhood 
pipeline via Ukraine and Slovakia, 
reducing their transit revenues.

Both pipelines bypass Russia. Favored by EU and US
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European Gas Market – Challenges and Forecasts
Challenges

● EU gas production will halve by 2040 as per IEA, increasing imported gas share to 84% from 71% in 2016.

● Growth of renewables. European Commission has set target of 27% for renewables in energy consumption.

● Higher prices in Asia makes countries like China an attractive market for LNG exports instead of Europe. This will not however 

affect Russian supply to Europe. 

Forecast

● European gas demand rose in 2016, thanks to low 

gas prices and coal plant retirements, but is forecast 

to stay flat out to 2023 as per the IEA.

● Future import demand expected to be met by TANAP 

and TAP pipelines (operational in next 5 years), 

hence limited market for LNG.





Driven by a determined policy effort, China encountered unprecedented surge in LNG imports  

Policy Driven Demand: 

An increasing role for 
natural gas, defined as a 
clean energy source, in 
every sector of China’s 
economy is backed by 
strong policy support from 
13th Five-Year Plan 

Domestic Result:

An unprecedented surge in 
LNG imports, placing China 
as the world’s 2nd largest 
LNG importer after Japan. 

Global Result:

2017 China natural gas 
demand grew 15%, nearly a 
33% of the global increase. 

Future Forecast:

Average 8% per year 
throughout the forecast 
period. 

Data & Table Source: International Energy Agency IEA



Positive correlation between China LNG import and Asia spot LNG price--Buyer Market to Seller Market



China’s retaliation on U.S. export LNG --- little current influence, huge future influence

U.S. natural gas expansion

U.S., the largest producer of 
natural gas, accounts for the 
largest share of supply 
expansion, with the 
production outlook given a 
boost by the gas associated 
with tight oil output. 

 U.S. export destination

Additional US production 
accounts for almost 45% or 
global growth and ⅔ of that is 
exported via pipeline to 
Mexico or as LNG globally. 

China proposed tariff on U.S. LNG: 

If implemented, China's proposed 10-25% 
tariff on U.S. LNG will cause shifts in the 
LNG market.

U.S.-China LNG Trade situation:

China is the number 2 importer of 
LNG globally while the U.S. is 
climbing up the ranks of major 
LNG exporters.

Data & Table  Source: International Energy Agency (IEA)





Key Takeaways

● There are no real resource constraints on natural gas
○ Main Constraints: Investment Environment, Carbon Agenda, Public

● China accounts for the highest percentage of growth in imports of natural gas while the 
United States accounts for the majority of growth in exports

○ China’s increasing clean energy demands moved imports; long term investments in the U.S. 
coming into fruition moved exports

○ Australia saw the largest absolute growth in production capacity

● The LNG renaissance in Europe is slightly overrated
○ There is declining domestic production and increased demand in Southern European 

economies, but not enough to beat out renewable alternatives long-term
○ Europe will continue to rely heavily on Russia via cheap pipelined gas



Key Takeaways
● Qatar is positioned to stay as the largest producer of LNG for the foreseeable future

● Global energy diplomacy may not be effective
○ Diplomacy objectives are often overwhelmed by energy market realities
○ Businesses make investment decisions around existing regulatory frameworks, available 

infrastructure, and most importantly price 

● The industrial sector will most likely be the primary driver of demand for the next two 
decades, moving away from traditional power generation demands

● The future of LNG depends on its response to renewable energy



Questions?



APPENDIX



Questions for Discussion
1. What will be the impact of renewables on the demand for Natural gas in 

Europe in coming years?
2. What impact will the current trade war between US and China have on the 

Chinese LNG market? Will Russia take advantage of the situation?


